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We show that loop-induced processes involving new physics particles can readily satisfy Landau
Equation and trigger triangular singularities at high energy colliders, leading to fully visible Standard
Model final states. Four-particle vertices in new physics allow triangular singularity diagrams to
evade large virtuality suppression. In addition, a t-channel triangular singularity can also occur in
particle scattering processes that may extend to low momentum exchange. We discuss several typical
scenarios in supersymmetric and extended Higgs models, then identify the singular component in
the loop-integral amplitude at specific external momentum points.

Triangle Singularity (TS) [1, 2], the kinematic sit-
uation when all three intermediate particles in a trian-
gle loop diagram for a 1 → 2 process become on-shell,
features a singularity in the scattering amplitude [3, 4]
that can by-pass [5–8] the Schmid theorem [9]. Since an
invariant-mass resonance may masquerade as an emerg-
ing new physical state, interest in triangle singularity re-
cently grows immensely in hadron spectroscopy as re-
viewed in Ref. [10, 11]. Famous examples include the
successful explanation of a large isospin violation in
η(1405/1475) → 3π [12, 13] and the a1(1420) enhance-
ment in π−p scattering [14, 15].

Triggering TS requires the internal momenta kµi in a
triangle diagram to satisfy the Landau Equation [2],∑

i

αik
µ
i = 0 and k2i −m2

i = 0, (i = 1, 2, 3), (1)

where αi ∈ [0, 1] and should satisfy
∑
i αi = 1. These

conditions can be equivalently expressed in relation with
the external invariant momenta p2k that connect to ki, kj ,

βi +

j 6=i∑
j

βjyij = 0, (2)

where yij ≡
m2
i +m2

j − p2k
2mimj

,

in which i 6= j 6= k and βi ≡ αimi. TS typically describes
a heavy state splitting into lighter states with three inter-
nal on-shell particles with various masses. Thus a copious
number of physical states, like that with hadrons, make
it easier to satisfy singularity conditions.

In this paper, we explore several TS scenarios with
the kaleidoscopic particle content in beyond the Stan-
dard Model (BSM) theories, such as in supersymmetry
and extended Higgs sector models, etc. When coupled
to the Standard Model (SM), new physics (NP) parti-
cles nicely fill in the internal lines {ki} in a TS pro-
cess with sufficiently large incident invariant momentum√
p2 ∼ O(1)MNP at the new physics mass scale that

allows the internal NP particles to be on-shell. At a col-
lider, fusion of two SM particles can provide this large

incident invariant momentum, and the fractional par-
ton momenta can guarantee the collision energy meets
the TS’s required value ŝ = p2 when the beam is suf-
ficiently energetic. We will discuss several characteris-
tic new physics TS scenarios and demonstrate that the
TS process can avoid large virtuality suppression with
four-boson couplings, which are abundant in BSM. In
addition, we will identify TS in a t-channel momentum
exchange process that converts a massive NP state into
other NP states.

Kinematics at TS derive from Landau Equation’s
requirements on momenta. For clarity, we will use
latin subscripts for the three external momenta pi as
{pA, pB , pC}. In order for Eq. 2 to have physical solu-
tions, their invariant self-products {p2A, p2B , p2C} satisfy
the relations [4, 16]

p2C ∈
[
(m1 +m2)

2
,m2

1 +m2
2 +m2m3 +

m2

m3

(
m2

1 − p2B
)]

(3)

p2A ∈
[
(m2 +m3)

2
,m2

2 +m2
3 +m1m2 +

m2

m1

(
m2

3 − p2B
)]
,

where the internal resonant masses need to be positive
and at least two internal particles have non-identical val-
ues. It is known from Eq. 3 that external invariant
momentum-squares p2A, p2C must be positive and p2B is
free. This leads to two physical scenarios:

I. All three invariant momentum-squares are positive,
p2A, p2B , p

2
C > 0, which typically corresponds to a decay

process or an s-channel collision process into two final-
state momentum systems.

II. One negative invariant momentum-square, say
p2B < 0, that can occur in a t-channel scattering process
with pB as a virtual momentum exchange.

In Scenario I, fusion of two SM partons at the col-
lider provides ŝ = p2C up to the center-of-mass collision
energy that dynamically covers a large range of BSM
m1,m2. Typical process include the Drell-Yan and Vec-
tor Boson fusion (VBF) diagrams, as shown in Fig. 1(a),
(b), (c), in which charged BSM particles can occupy the
internal line(s) ki inside the triangle loop. Taking an ex-
ample with the minimal supersymmetric standard model
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FIG. 1. Characteristic triangle singularity diagrams with new physics particles in the loop, include the Drell-Yan (left) and
Vector Boson Fusion (mid-left) process. Four-point vertices in a VBF diagram would allow two-particle systems to replace a
virtual external line (mid-right) and avoid large propagator suppression. TS also allows one negative external p2 that occurs
in a scattering process with virtual momentum exchange (right). Gauginos and sleptons in the MSSM are labeled here as
representatives of BSM fermions and bosons that couple to the external SM lines.

(MSSM), a Drell-Yan process with fermionic pA, pB re-
alizes with neutralino/chargino(s) as k1, k2, a sfermion
as k3, and two virtual SM fermions as pA, pB . Al-
ternatively an all-fermion triangle loop is possible with
neutralino/charginos as ki, such as with {χ̃−, χ̃+, χ̃0},
{χ̃0, χ̃0, χ̃−}, {χ̃0

i , χ̃
0
j , χ̃

0
k}, etc., the latter containing at

least two different neutralinos. For fermion loops the
pA, pB must be bosonic, including the SM electroweak
gauge bosons. Note in the SM there is also a mas-
sive {t, t̄, b} loop that can satisfy the TS condition in
a Z∗ → W ∗W ∗ process. For massive loops, the pA, pB
invariant masses are generally large, pA, pB must further
split into particle pairs to become a physical final state.

In a VBF process, two initial-state radiated bosons
can directly couple to k1, k2 with a four-particle ver-
tex, in addition to the diagram of two boson first fus-
ing into an s-channel propagator. Renormalizable four-
particle couplings would require BSM bosons as ki. In
the MSSM, possible examples include slepton/squarks
completing the triangle loop, e.g. with {l̃, l̃, ν̃}, {q̃, q̃, q̃′},
where the two l̃ can either be the same slepton, or a
combination of two different slepton mass eigenstates
l̃1, l̃2 after the mixing of left/right-handed sfermions in
the MSSM, and so in the case of the squarks. Here
the MSSM sfermion triangle serve as one example; well-
motivated candidates also include extra scalar fields in
extended electroweak models [17], leptoquarks in GUT
models [18, 19] and numerous other exotics will fit into
the diagram.

Note triggering TS requires different internal masses,
and this requires a BSM theory to possess enough num-
ber of extra particles to fill in the loop. For instance,
in ‘nHDM’, or extended weak scalar-sector models with
n ≥ 2 copies of Higgs doublets, mixing of these Higgs
fields yield n neutral h0 scalars and n − 1 charged h+

scalars after electroweak symmetry breaking. So that an
{h0, h0, h+} triangle that connects ZW+W− is present
in 2HDM, while a triangle that connects γZZ requires
two different charged scalars, {h+i , h+i , h+j } with i 6= j,
namely asking for another charged scalar in the model,

like in (n ≥ 3)HDM.
A complication rises from GIM theorem [20] that the

couplings to gauge bosons should vanish if two different
particles carry exactly the same charge. As a result, pure
photonic coupling is only allowed for two internal parti-
cles with the same electric charge but different masses,
and the TS triangle can not connect to more than one
external purely-photon line. Coupling with other weak
bosons are generally not restricted by GIM as BSM par-
ticles can have mass origins other than one single Higgs
vev. In our showcase diagram with same-charge parti-
cles, e.g. MSSM slepton/sneutrino loop with a mixture
of l̃1, l̃2, or nHDM loop with different charged scalars, at
least one W or Z boson must be present on such a vertex.

Internal lines being on-shell requires
√
p2C to be higher

than the sum of m1 and m2 at TS. In case of a BSM trian-
gle loop, the center-of-mass energy

√
ŝ > m1 +m2 means

TS only triggers (slightly) above BSM production thresh-
old, namely TS is still a near-threshold phenomenon at
the BSM scale. Yet TS differs from BSM production in
both the narrow resonant lineshape and a very different
final state: TS can produce a final state purely composed
of visible SM particle-systems that carry BSM scale en-
ergies. This would help reveal the so-called ‘compressed’
BSM particle spectrum at the collider, in which heavy
BSM particle masses lay very close to that of an invisible
particle.

In Scenario II, we consider a negative external p2B ,
which corresponds to a t-channel momentum exchange
from the external environment. Physically, a negative p2B
prevents a spontaneous C → A+B decay as p2 for a sum
of physical momenta is always non-negative. Instead, it
allows a massive system C to exchange momentum dur-
ing a collision process and converts to particle system A,
as illustrated in the last diagram in Fig. 1. For this case,
we choose m3 > m1 so that spontaneous decay would not
occur and particle 1 must receive external momentum to
realize 1+B → 3 process. Besides, since C splits into on-
shell m1,m2 at TS, C can not be the lightest stable state
of a decay-able particle spectrum (like a LSP dark mat-
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ter), and the t-channel process refers to an incited con-
version with momentum transfer from the environment.
In Fig. 1(d) we illustrate with the conversion of an MSSM
neutralino into one chargino through a {χ̃0, χ̃+, Z} tri-
angle loop that exchanges a virtual W boson with an
external charged current. Such processes will apply to
meta-stable BSM particles when they were still present
in the (early) Universe. Note in the t-channel conversion
C is usually lighter than the invariant mass of final-state
system A, due to the in-flow of external momentum pB .

For high-energy BSM search at the collider, forming
a massive p2C > 0 can be difficult as a typical collider
e, p beam does not have on-shell heavy partons. Fusion
of two initial-state partons into p2C would complicate the
whole scattering into a three body process. Interestingly,
a negative p2B can approach to zero in the limit{

m1 → m3

p2C → p2A
for p2B → 0. (4)

In case |~pB | �
√
p2C ,

√
p2A, it would correspond to rela-

tively soft scattering and indicates for a TS possibility in
the low-energy scattering with massive/compound C,A
systems, which can be pursued in future research.

Four-particle vertices can play a special role in
high energy TS diagrams when the external lines are re-
quired to be very massive. At a large collision energy,√
p2A,

√
p2C can be much higher than the weak scale (

√
p2B

may be or not which depends on the difference between
m1 and m3), and identifying the external line with one
(intermediate) single SM particle, as shown the first two
diagrams in Fig. 1, will suffer at least two major propa-
gator virtuality suppression ∝ (p2A,C − m2

SM)−1 ∼ p−2A,C
in the scattering amplitude. Thus for a large p2 it is
kinematically favorable to replace p with two external
momenta via a four-particle coupling, such as two VBF
W ∗ bosons directly couple to the triangle vertex, and
similarly, even with upto all three triangle vertices as
four-vertex couples that leads to four final-state on-shell
SM scalar/vector bosons, as shown in the 3rd diagram
in Fig. 1. Viable four-point vertices preferably couple
to two lighter (

∑
m <

√
p2) external particles, so that

they emerge on-shell. For heavy BSM particles above the
weak scale, vertices with di-vector-boson and di-Higgs
couplings make excellent options as the final state on-
shell bosons can be experimentally identified.

Collider reach for TS can be calculated by BSM
particle masses that satisfy the conditions in Eq. 2. In
terms of m1 and m2, the valid parameter space for the
given collision center-of-mass energy

√
p2C is shown by

the shaded area in the upper panel of Fig. 2 where
Eq. 2 can possess physical solutions and particle mass
is normalized to

√
p2C . The upper boundary of the

shaded region corresponds to Eq. 3 lower boundary, i.e.
m1 + m2 ≤

√
p2C ≤

√
ŝ, and the lower boundary of the

shaded region corresponds to the Eq. 3 upper boundary.
In case internal lines 1 and 2 assume the same particle,
i.e. m1 = m2, the maximal and minimal masses are re-
spectively

√
p2C/2 and

√
p2C/4. Since the beam particle’s

parton distribution allows
√
p2C to be anywhere below the

maximal collision energy
√
ŝ, the subspace where m1,m2

are too low to hit TS at a given
√
p2C can still trigger

TS at a lower value. This allows a high energy collider
to sweep through the relevant TS parameter space in an
efficient way similar to that for m1,m2 pair-production.

Next we will demonstrate the relation of internal mi

and external p2 at TS. In order for Eq. 2 to have solutions,
the determinant of βi’s coefficients should be zero:∣∣∣∣∣∣

1 y12 y13
y12 1 y23
y13 y23 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 1+2y12y23y13−y212−y223−y213 = 0, (5)

which contain 6 kinematic parameters. The common
practice is to use a Dalitz plot to illustrate their relations,
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FIG. 2. BSM particle mass ranges (upper) that can trigger TS

at a collider center-of-mass energy
√
p2C and particle mass is

normalized to
√
p2C . Scenario I benchmark parameter point

for WW fusion with m1,2,3 = {1701, 1500, 1499} GeV at given√
p2C = 3202GeV is marked with an asterisk symbol. The

lower panel shows the Dalitz plot for Scenario II, where the
blue curves represent the solution of Landau Equation and
the red region is the physical boundary at TS. The benchmark
parameter point with {m1 = 1351 GeV, M23 = 1621 GeV} is
also marked with asterisk symbol.
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Loop particles Process m1(Γ1) (GeV) m2(Γ2) (GeV) m3(Γ3) (GeV) p2A (GeV2) p2B (GeV2) p2C (GeV2)

{χ̃−2 , χ̃
+
1 , χ̃

0
1} DY-like 1528(13) 359(0.9) 306(0) 7002 8002 19432

{l̃1, l̃2, ν̃} WW fusion 1701(1.56) 1500(0.34) 1499(0.16) 30002 1002 32022

{χ̃0
3, Z, χ̃

+
2 } t-channel 1351(3.79) 91(2.45) 1528(13) 16212 -25002 15282

TABLE I. Sample TS external momentum points for the process in Fig. 1a, 1b and 1d, also with internal particle mass and
width (in bracket). One external momentum-square is free and here we list the numerical solution for one chosen value.

as shown in the lower panel of Fig. 2. For variables, we
follow the conventional choice of the internal mass m1

and the invariant mass of 2+3 system M23 =
√
p2A, and

the rest parameters, i.e. the internal mass m2, m3 and
external p2B , p2C , are fixed at given values as listed in
Table I. The corresponding trajectory of m1 and M23

is shown as the blue curve in the lower panel of Fig. 2,
in which the red section is the ‘physical boundary’ which
represent the physical solution region that satisfies Eq. 3.
The left and right ends of the red section corresponds to
the minimal and maximal m1 at given {p2C , p2B , m2, m3}
values. As the Dalitz pattern for an s-channel process is
well known, see Ref. [11] for good examples. Here, we
only show the Dalitz plot for the t-channel process which
has a different shape, and we mark our benchmark point
as an asterisk symbol in the physical region.

Next we will adopt several benchmark scenarios for
TS calculation. The Drell-Yan like, VBF and t-channel
diagrams shown in Fig. 1 can be realized in MSSM
with masses listed in Table I. When internal line masses
are fixed, we can choose one external momentum-square
freely, then the rest of external momentum-squares for
triggering TS can be completely solved by combining
Eq. 2 and Eq. 3. In Table I, the involved MSSM parti-
cle masses are freely chosen in the currently unexcluded
range [21, 22], and one p2C (p2B) value is chosen for the
s(t)-channel scenario.

The benchmark MSSM point’s parameters are listed
below: tanβ=10, {µ, M1, M2, Ml3, Mr3}={300, 1500,
1400, 1500, 1700} GeV. In our s-channel cases, MSSM
particles can only appear inside the triangle; in the t-
channel case, however, the external line pC and pA need
to be massive, so we assign them a neutralino χ̃0

4 and a
chargino χ̃+

1 . Note that the initial state χ̃0
4 is on its mass

shell and the final system χ̃+
1 is likely off-shell (p2 > m2)

which will further convert to other NP and SM states.
The MSSM mass spectrum, couplings and other model
parameters are computed under the ‘electroweak symme-
try breaking’ scheme (EWSB-MSSM) [23] in the SUS-
PECT2 package [24]. Due to the large number of model
parameters, only the most relevant ones are listed here;
other MSSM masses are left to mutli-TeV or their default
values.

TS features an external momenta dependence in the
loop amplitude that becomes singular when Eq. 2 and
Eq. 3 are met. A general triangular loop amplitude can

2900 2950 3000 3050 3100
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0.50

1
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(b) t-channel

FIG. 3. Modulus-square of the scalar integral in Eq. 6 with in-
ternal particles illustrated in Fig 1b (upper panel) and Fig. 1d
(lower panel). The MSSM masses and widths correspond to
Table. I.

be expressed as the linear combinations of 1-, 2-, 3-point
scalar integrals via the standard Passarino-Veltman re-
duction [25]. The TS effect is fully-encoded in the fol-
lowing 3-point scalar integral

I

(√
p2A

)
=

∫
d4l

iπ2

[
1

l2 −m2
3

· 1

(l + pA)2 −m2
2

· 1

(l + pA + pC)2 −m2
1

]
.

(6)

When the masses of internal particles and p2B , p2C are
within the range for the TS to be in the physical region,
there would be a logarithmic divergence when p2A satisfies
the Landau equation. In practice, the internal particles’
width will provide a small imaginary part to the propaga-
tors by replacing m2

i by m2
i − imiΓi in Eq. (6). Therefore

the singularity collapses to a finite peak that broadens
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with the particle widths. In Fig. 3, we plot the modulus

square of integral I
(√

p2A

)
for the processes shown in

Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(d).

To summarize, the diverse particle spectrum in BSM
theories can provide candidate particles to fill in a trian-
gle loop diagram and satisfy triangular singularity at a
high energy collider. Although TS is a near-threshold
phenomenon, its manifestation with BSM loops can lead
to a fully identifiable SM final state, offering a unique
opportunity to search for new physics. We discussed sev-
eral specific cases in MSSM and extended Higgs models
that satisfy TS with Drell-Yan and vector boson fusion
processes at collider, where BSM four-point vertices can
play a role of evading large virtuality suppression. Be-
sides, we showed that t-channel scattering also triggers
TS with virtual momentum exchange, different from tra-
ditional s-channel decay processes. For the loop integral,
we identified and illustrated the singular amplitude com-
ponent at benchmark s(t)-channel TS scenarios.
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